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Abstract
Infant-directed speech is often seen as a predictor for infants’ speech processing abilities, for instance speech segmentation or word learning. In this paper, we examine the syntactic distribution (position), accentuation and prosodic phrasing of German verb forms and discuss that many verb forms are prime candidates for early segmentation: they frequently appear at the start or end of prosodic phrases; if they are not phrase-initial, they are often preceded by closed-class word forms and they are frequently accented (imperative verb forms: 72% of the cases, infinitive verb forms: 82% of the cases). It thus appears that German infants ought to be able to extract verbs as early as nouns, given appropriate stimulus materials.
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1. Introduction
Infant-directed speech (henceforth, IDS) is often seen as a predictor for infants’ speech processing abilities, for instance speech segmentation or early word learning (e.g., Johnson et al., 2014; Laing, 2017; Laing et al., 2016). Regarding segmentation, infants have been shown to segment nouns from fluent speech earlier than verbs. The ability to extract nouns emerges between 7 and 9 months of age (e.g., Altvater-Mackensen & Mani, 2013; Bartels et al., 2009; Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Jusczyk et al., 1999; Kuipers et al., 1998; Münnel & Fiederici, 2013; Schreiner & Mani, 2017; Zahner, Schönhuber, & Braun, 2016). When nouns occur after or before a prosodic boundary, segmentation succeeds even at 6 month of age (Johnson et al., 2014; Seidl & Johnson, 2006). Verbs, on the other hand, are segmented only several months later, by 11 months in French (Marquis & Shi, 2008) or 13.5 months in American English (Nazzi et al., 2005) – this asymmetry is observed even when verbs in the experiments have the same number of syllables and stress patterns as the noun test words. There are two frequent arguments in the literature for why nouns are segmented earlier than verbs (syntactic framing and prosodic marking). In the Introduction, we will evaluate these two arguments for the case of German drawing on German infant studies, where available, and with regard to the grammatical structure of German. Then we derive predictions for the prosodic realization of German verb forms in IDS. In the main part of the paper, we analyze these forms in the KIDS Corpus (Zahner, Schönhuber, Grijzenhout, et al., 2016).

Argument 1. Nouns are easier to recognize than verbs, since nouns occur in more restricted syntactic frames than verbs (see Höhle et al., 2004, for German; Willits et al., 2014, for English). For instance, Höhle et al. (2004) analyzed a corpus that comprises recordings of 16 mothers talking to their children aged 18 to 27 months, in total 15,000 words. They reported that indefinite articles were often followed by nouns (70% of the cases), while the personal pronoun sie and a verb co-occurred in only around 30% of the cases. Children have been shown to rely on such distributional information for syntactic categorization from around 12 to 16 months (Höhle et al., 2004; Mintz, 2006). Specifically, German 16 month-olds use determiners to correctly categorize words as nouns even when the kind of determiner was different during familiarization and test (Höhle et al., 2004), making it necessary to generalize. Thus, syntactic frames might assist syntactic categorization (Mintz, 2003) and segmentation (Willits et al., 2014, for verbs in frequent-constuctions in English).

Syntactically, German is a V2 language, with the finite verb in second position. In German main clauses and wh-questions, the finite verb appears in second position (V2, 1a), in polar questions and imperatives in initial position (V1, 1b) and in subordinate clauses in sentence-final position (1c).

(1a) Declarative main clause, with/without modal
Peter isst eine Banane.
'Peter is eating a banana.'
Peter will seine Banane essen.
'Peter wants his banana eat.'

wh-question
What isst Peter?
'What does Peter eat?'

(1b) Polar question
Isst Peter eine Banane?
Eats Peter a banana?
'Does Peter eat a banana.'

Imperative
Iss deine Banane!
Eat your banana.
'Eat your banana!'

(1c) Main clause, subordinate clause
Ich bin froh, dass Peter seine Banane isst.
'I am happy that Peter his banana eats.'
'I am happy that Peter is eating his banana.'
Note that German verbs are conjugated depending on person and number (e.g., infinitival form: *essen* 'eat', personal verb forms: 1sg *esse*, 2sg *issst*, 3sg *issst*, 1pl *essen*, 2pl *essst*, 3pl *essen*).

**Argument 2.** Nouns are easier to recognize than verbs because nouns are prosodically more salient than verbs (accentuation and prosodic phrasing). When comparing the experimental materials used in their verb segmentation study to the materials in an analogous noun segmentation study (Jusczyk et al., 1999), Nazzi et al. (2005) found that the nouns were more often followed by a phrasal boundary than the verbs and were more often preceded by a pitch-accented syllable. The authors argue that this leads to a clearer “perceptual demarcation” for nouns compared to verbs (Nazzi et al., 2005, p. 293). These arguments may well be true for the stimuli with which infants are tested in speech segmentation tasks in the laboratory and also for read speech in English and German (but see also Conwell, 2017, for a recent corpus study on noun/verb homophones in English child-directed speech that showed that nouns are more salient than verbs in phrase-medial position). However, we know very little about the prosodic realization of nouns and verbs in IDS in German. In the adult grammar, verbs are only accentuated under certain conditions (Féry, 2011; Féry & Herbst, 2004; Gussenhoven, 1983, 1984; Selkirk, 2011), such as in corrective or contrastive contexts where the lexical content of the verb is contrasted (e.g., ‘Peter SOLD the book; he didn’t buy it’; capitals indicate accentuation), for intransitive verbs when the subject is topical (‘Truman DIED’), for transitive verbs when the objects are contextually given and/or pronominalized (e.g., ‘Peter BOUGHT it’). In colloquial speech of every-day conversations, verbs are expected to be more often accented, since during the course of the conversation, referents and locations become known to the interlocutors and hence tend to be pronominalized or unaccented (Arnold et al., 2013). While we do not have any analyses of adult conversational speech to back up this claim at the moment, we can test the accentuation in natural infant-directed speech.

**Hypothesis.** Our hypothesis is that certain verb forms are accented very frequently because conversations with young children are predominantly situated in the *here* and *now* and involve daily routines, objects and events (e.g., Dominey & Dowdle, 2004; Papoušek et al., 1991; Werker & McLeod, 1989), which are in turn visually given and consequently unaccented. The verb is then the only word left that can receive the pitch accent.

For the analysis, we use the KIDS Corpus (Zahner, Schönhuber, Grijzenhout, et al., 2016), a multi-layered corpus that consists of 524 intonation phrases (IPs) directed to infants younger than one year, (see Zahner, Schönhuber, Grijzenhout, et al., 2016, for a more detailed description of the corpus; note that the TextGrids of the corpus are publically available on http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/pages/home/braun/KIDS.html - sounds are available on request).

### 2.2 Annotation

#### 2.2.1 Lexical information and word class

In the KIDS Corpus, all data were labeled using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014) in ten tiers (see Zahner, Schönhuber, Grijzenhout, et al., 2016, for a detailed description of annotation layers). Figure 1 shows the annotation layers that are relevant for the current distribution analysis of verb forms and the prosodic investigation of phrasing an accentuation. Tier 1 shows the orthographic transcription of the utterances. The word class of all words in the corpus was tagged, see tiers 2 and 3. Tier 2 presents broad labels for the syntactic categories, e.g., "adj" (adjective), "adv" (adverb) "conj" (conjunction), "det" (determiner), "int" (interjection) "kop" (copula), "name" (name), "nonw" (nonce word), "noun" and "part" (particle). On tier 3, we used the labels from the Stuttgart-Tübingen-TagSet (STTS, Schiller et al., 1999). For verbs, these are:

- VAFIN: finite auxiliary
- VAPP: past participle of an auxiliary
- VMFIN: finite modal auxiliary
- VMINF: infinite modal auxiliary
- VVFIN: finite lexical verb
- VVIMP: imperative of a lexical verb
- VVINF: infinitive of a lexical verb
- VVPP: past participle of a lexical verb

As described in the Introduction, finite German verbs can occur in different sentence positions. Therefore, we additionally coded the syntactic position of finite verbs as follows: sentence-initial "V1", "V2" and "sentence-final" (or "other" in case the syntactic structure was unclear due to elisions, noise, etc.). Infinitival forms typically occur in clause-final position but may be followed by adverbials, interjections, subordinate clauses, etc. The constituents were also coded, if present.

![Figure 1: Example utterance from KIDS with smoothed f0 contour and the relevant annotation layers](image-url)

#### 2.2.2 Prosody

The intonational annotation in KIDS (accented syllable and tonal events, see Figure 1, tiers 4 and 5) was provided by two trained annotators (authors of this paper). Pitch accents and boundary tones were annotated according to GToBI (German Tone and Break Indices, Grice et al., 2005), a widely used annotation system within the framework of autosegmental-metrical...
phonology (see, Ladd, 2008, for an overview). The pitch accent and boundary tone inventory as well as specific labeling conventions are described in more detail in Zahner et al. (2015).

For the distributional prosodic analyses of verb forms, we furthermore extracted the position of the verb forms in the respective prosodic phrase. For infinitival forms, which typically occurred in sentence-final position, we coded whether they were followed by a prosodic phrase break (intermediate phrase, ip, or full intonational phrase, IP). For imperatives, we coded their position in the intonational phrase (initial, medial, final).

3. Results

3.1 Syntactic distribution of verb forms

Verbs are the most frequent word class in the KIDS Corpus (verbs: 23%, pronouns: 19%, adverbs: 18%, nouns: 12%). There are 395 verbs, which distribute over the verb classes as follows: 153 finite verbs, 56 finite modal verbs, 77 infinitives, 76 imperatives, 18 participle forms and 13 finite copula verbs.

Of the 153 finite verbs, there are 69 different verb forms (from 37lemmas). The most frequent lemmas are sein 'to be' (18 times), haben 'to have' (17 times) and tun 'to do' (12 times). Position-wise, finite verbs mostly occur in V2 (102 times), followed in frequency by V1 (38 times), the final position is rare (11 times). When the finite verb is in second position (V2), the first position is often filled by closed-class elements: most often by a demonstrative pronoun (28 cases, in 7 cases preceded by an interjection, conjunction, or particle). The next frequent categories in the preverbal field were question words (19 times) and adverbs (19 times). Noun phrases were rare (6 times). The syntactic positions of finite modal verbs (17 times können 'can', 16 times wollen 'want', 10 times müssen 'must', 9 times sollen 'should' and 4 times dürfen 'may') are similar to full finite verbs.

Infinitival verb forms occur mostly in utterance-final position (63 times), in 7 cases, the infinite verb is followed by a one-word particle interjection or a name. In the remaining 7 cases, they are followed by phrases such as ich weiß 'I know', by syntactic right-locations das vielleicht haben, die Rassel (lit: 'it maybe have, the rattle') or das schon zusammendruecken, das Buch (lit: 'it well press, the book'), by a subordinate clause muss mal aufpassen, dass ... (‘have to pay attention that...’) or by an adverbial musst du mal krabbeln lernen bis dahin (‘you have to learn to crawl till then’).

The imperative verb forms are mostly guck or schau 'look' (28 and 22 times, respectively) and komm 'come' (10 times). Syntactically, they typically occur in utterance-initial position (52 times, 12 times preceded by an interjection, a name, or an object noun), but there are also 24 epenthetic occurrences and 10 occurrences in sentence-final position.

The participle verb forms typically occur in phrase-final position (11 times), but they are also followed by particles, adverbial phrases, dislocations, imperatives (schau 'look') and other parts of a verbal complex (bekommen haben 'have gotten', rausgesucht hast 'have found out').

3.2 Prosodic Analysis

Figure 2 shows the absolute number of accented and unaccented verb forms in KIDS (for categories with N > 5); for comparison, nouns in KIDS are accented in 90% of the cases (215 accented, 15 unaccented).

Figure 2 shows that finite verb forms (full lexical verbs, modal verbs and auxiliaries, VVFIN, VMFIN, VAFIN, respectively) are more often unaccented than accented, while all other verb forms are more often accented than unaccented. A x²-square test (excluding the infrequent verb classes VAFIN, VMINF, and VAPP) shows that the accented and unaccented verb forms are not distributed equally across verb types (x² = 53.7, df = 4, p < 0.0001). The distribution of GToBI accents for these verb forms is shown is Table 1. Note that the group of finite lexical verbs (VVFIN) also includes the verbs haben 'to have' and sein 'to be', which, in general, are only accented in forms with polarity contrast (context: He does not have a car. target: He HAS a car, cf. Turco et al. (2014)). When we exclude these two lemmas, the ratio of accented to unaccented finite verbs is more balanced (47% vs. 35%; cf. last row in Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent type</th>
<th>VVFIN</th>
<th>VVINF</th>
<th>VVIMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unaccented</td>
<td>59.5% (91)</td>
<td>24.7% (19)</td>
<td>30.2% (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H*</td>
<td>10.5% (16)</td>
<td>22.1% (17)</td>
<td>36.9% (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+H*</td>
<td>5.9% (9)</td>
<td>14.3% (11)</td>
<td>2.6% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L*</td>
<td>7.2% (11)</td>
<td>14.3% (11)</td>
<td>13.2% (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L* (before H%)</td>
<td>2.0% (3)</td>
<td>5.2% (4)</td>
<td>5.3% (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio acc:unacc</td>
<td>35% (w/o have/be: 47%)</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frequent pitch accents across verb forms (bold face indicates most frequent realizations).

Since the finite forms are most variable in their syntactic distribution, we plotted the accentuation of these forms across syntactic position (V1, V2, utterance-final, and other) in Figure 3. This allows us to test whether accented and unaccented finite verbs are distributed
equally across syntactic position. This is clearly not the case ($x^2 = 12.4$, df = 2, $p < 0.006$, Yates' corrected and excluding the category 'other').

**Figure 3**: Distribution of accented and unaccented finite forms across syntactic position (without habe\_n, sein)

Figure 3 shows that finite verbs are often accented in final position (a position that is rare in IDS, as it is restricted to subordinate clauses). In V1 position, the proportion of unaccented finite forms by far outnumbers accented forms, while the distribution is more balanced (or even slightly reversed) for V2 position. Figure 1 and Figure 4 show example realizations of accented finite verbs in V2 position (and an additional accented participle in Figure 4).

**Figure 4**: Example realization of an accented finite verb in V2 position

The **infinite verb forms** are twice as often accented than unaccented (Tab. 1) and typically occur at utterance ends, hence being followed by a prosodic IP phrase break (N=63, Tab. 2). In rare cases, infinitival verbs are followed by adverbials, bitte 'please', before a dislocation or a name, or without a prosodic phrase break (N=10).

**Table 2**: Position of infinitival verb form and prosodic phrasing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position of infinitival form</th>
<th>ip-break</th>
<th>IP-break</th>
<th>no phrase break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>before adverbal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before bitte 'please'</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before dislocation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before interjection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before (pet)name</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before negation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before clause</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at utterance end</td>
<td>0</td>
<td><strong>63</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Imperative verb forms** are also more than twice as often accented than unaccented. They are almost exclusively separated from surrounding material by an intermediate phrase (75 out of 76 times), in 5 instances they constitute a separate intonation phrase (IP).

4. **Discussion and Conclusion**

In infant-directed speech, certain grammatical structures of a language are overrepresented, others underrepresented, mainly due to shorter utterances and the communication about events in the here and now (Dominey & Dodane, 2004; Papoušek et al., 1991; Werker & McLeod, 1989). Furthermore, the prosodic realization of an increased number of prosodic phrases. Previous research has shown that IDS is beneficial for word segmentation (Flocchia et al., 2016; Schreiner & Mani, 2017), but the driving factors have to be determined. Here, we analyzed two factors that may affect processing, the syntactic distribution and prosodic properties of German verb forms. Our distributional analyses show a high proportion of sentences in which the verb appears in second position, which is not unexpected for a V2 language. Interestingly, about half of these verb forms are accented (when we exclude the lemmas have and be, which are typically unaccented in finite forms). Verbs in V2 position are frequently preceded by closed-class forms, making their occurrence more predictable. Moreover, there are also a considerable number of imperatives and infinitival forms in IDS, which are more often accented than unaccented and, furthermore, occur mostly in phrase-initial and phrase-final position, respectively. In both positions, they are demarcated by a prosodic phrase boundary. Recent research in infant speech segmentation has shown that words are segmented better when accentuated (Männel & Friederici, 2013) and when occurring at phrase-initial and phrase-final positions (Johnson et al., 2014). More fine-grained prosodic analyses show that, if accented, imperatives and infinitives are frequently realized with high-toned pitch accents (mostly H* or L+H*), which are perceived as prominent by German adult listeners (Baumann & Röhr, 2015) and are more easily segmented by German infants (Männel & Friederici, 2013; Zahner, Schönhuber, & Braun, 2016). Although these accented verb forms are not the most frequent forms that German infants encounter (finite verbs appear more often), they may qualify as candidates for early speech segmentation and thus provide German infants with a head start for the acquisition of verbs in general.
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